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PLAN CABINET

APC Plan Cabinets are 
designed specifically to store 
and protect plans, posters, 
drawings and maps. 

The drawer is designed to fit 
paper (up to A0 841 x 1189mm)  
without bending. With a range 
of sizes available this cabinet is 
perfect for the safe and secure 
storage in museums, archives 
and many more locations. 



ABOUT APC

At APC, we provide efficient 
and flexible storage solutions 
for ever evolving office space 
designs and commercial 
applications. 

As an Australian owned, 
designer and manufacturer 
based in Perth, we have been 
providing bespoke storage 
solutions for contemporary 
interiors since 1972. Catering 
to commercial, corporate, 
government, and public sector 
markets. 

Our current storage range 
consists of high end Aislesavers 
(mobile shelving systems), 
Uni-Shelf (open shelving), 
mobile pedestals, tambour 
cabinets, mobile caddys, 
purpose built lockers and 
bespoke storage units. 

Service is what we focus on, 
however it’s the product, the 
most relevant, best-designed, 
world-class storage solutions 
that we provide. 





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

PRODUCT HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH
Six Drawer Unit 630mm 1375mm 960mm
Ten Drawer Unit 630mm 1375mm 960mm

Stand 250mm 1375mm 960mm

*The Ten Drawer Unit is fitted with a recessed T-Handle.



Six Drawer Unit with Stand Ten Drawer Unit with Stand

Features:

Stock Colour:

Stores documents up to 
AO size (841 x 1189 mm)
Each drawer is fitted with a 
drawing sheet depressor lip 
to secure all documents
ID label holders fitted
15kg drawer capacity (UDL)
Units can be stacked two high

Graphite Ripple (GR)



QUALITY & ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

APC has developed and 
implemented an Environmental 
Management System (EMS) 
that not only ensures legislative 
awareness and compliance, but 
gives us the ability to identify 
cost savings with greater 
emphasis on “resource, waste 
and energy management” 
minimising our environmental 
footprint. 

Customers can be confident 
that APC’s strong EMS gives 
us the structured framework to 
quantify, monitor and control 
the impact of our operations on 
the environment, now and in the 
future.

APC also has a Quality 
Management System (QMS)  
focused on maintaining 
consistently impeccable 
customer service to our clients, 
along with the delivery of quality 
products and services that meet 
international standards. Our 
mature QMS provides us with 
“quality” systems, “quality” 
staff and the customer with a 
guaranteed “quality” product.



COLOURS

Our stock colour range is a 
refined selection that will 
always have the shortest lead 
times. 

If you are looking for a 
customised appearance for 
your office environment, we 
offer a large range of colour 
options to suit your needs. 

For the full range of colour 
options, please refer to the 
latest version of the Dulux 
powdercoating range.

Please note: Custom colouring 
is only available for orders over a 
certain quantity. 
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